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Check out our recommendations for this collection, hand-picked by our editors! Store
Reviews: Lookbook Greetings to you all adequate people! I ordered nike adidas gloves
from china, with insurance, the parcel went for 2 weeks, delivered on the second day to
moscow, the ordering process itself is very complicated, fast, convenient ... I placed an
order, but first of all, you should look for advice exactly skuya, and if you want to be
able to visit taiwan what city do you want to go to get acquainted with production and
quality? It's just that the prices of all items in the store are very high, and online stores

have a low price for shipping and no need to waste time visiting stores, that's how I
understood what pricing is connected with ... Hello Vitaly! Thanks for your feedback.
We will try to work better to make our service even easier and better. Hello! Thanks

guys. I ordered a jacket / down jacket and mizuno knee pads, they delivered everything
quickly and efficiently. The jacket was a little big. I have never regretted that I made a
purchase in this store! Very pleased with the service, delivered quickly and exactly on

time. thanks I ordered a Lindex jacket (yes, it was very expensive, it was in December)
on Veloni, the delivery was fast, I ordered it, I received it in a couple of days,

everything is fine, but there are also jambs, as the courier came and said that you had
winter, thought a little, went in and looked , super, and itâ€™s really winter, itâ€™s

cold on the second one, they lowered the window, they said even colder, they brought a
jacket, super, but ... the only thing I didnâ€™t like was the low clasp on the right ear,
so why not make it completely open, or thatâ€™s all do you need more comfort? P.S.

The store is very worthy, no matter how much I bought in other stores, there was
always a problem with the clasps on the ears. Cavalier December 10, 2015, 11:22 am
Good afternoon! Thank you so much for the efficiency and quality, for the gift in the
form of a large logo of the MOSCOW MILITARY SCHOOL. Sincerely, Cavaliers of
the club "Cardos" Hello, my name is Oleg, I ordered a criosco cap (order No. 28) and
nike glasses (order No. 83) from you. I received the cap, the glasses too, thank you!

Just one question: I have indicated that the courier leaves on the day of the order, but in
fact there was not a single addressee for tomorrow, and the rest of the parcels
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